Generalized Gaussian quadratures appear to have been introduced by Markov [11, 12] late in the last century, and have been studied in great detail as a part of modern analysis (see [2, 8, 9] ). They have not been widely used as a computational tool, in part due to absence of effective numerical schemes for their construction. Recently, a numerical scheme was introduced for the design of such quadratures (see [10] ); numerical results presented in [10] indicate that such quadratures dramatically reduce the computational cost of the evaluation of integrals under certain conditions. In this paper, we modify the approach of [10] , improving the stability of the scheme and extending its range of applicability. The performance of the method is illustrated with several numerical examples.
Introduction
Generalized Gaussian quadratures appear to have been introduced by Markov [11, 12] late in the last century. More recent expositions include those by Krein [9] and Karlin [8] . Those expositions contain proofs of the existence of such quadratures for wide classes of functions; however they do not describe a numerical procedure for obtaining the quadrature weights and nodes.
Recently, a paper by Ma et al. [10] described a numerical algorithm for obtaining such quadratures. In [10] , a version of Newton's method is introduced for the determination of nodes and weights of generalized Gaussian quadratures. The procedure of [10] guarantees the convergence of the Newton algorithm provided it is started sufficiently close to the solution (whose existence is proven in [11, 9, 8] ), and utilizes a continuation procedure to provide such starting points. The present paper describes a variation of that algorithm, which consists mainly of two major changes. The first change is that an entirely different continuation scheme is used; with the new continuation scheme, the algorithm is considerably more robust. The second change is the addition of a preprocessing step which, given as input a large class of functions, uses the singular value decomposition to produce a set of basis functions suitable for the algorithm.
Since a substantial fraction of the algorithm is changed, this paper is written as a repetition of [10] , rather than as a list of changes; however, the portions dealing with quadratures for functions with end-point singularities are omitted. This paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 summarizes the necessary material from [9] and [8] . Section 3 briefly describes certain standard numerical tools used by the algorithm. Section 4 contains various analytical results to be used in the construction of the algorithm. Section 5 describes the algorithm in detail. Finally, Section 6 contains several numerical examples; the actual nodes and weights obtained in Section 6 are listed in Tables   1-14. 
2 Mathematical Preliminaries
We start by introducing some notation. Given a finite sequence of real numbers x\ < %i < 
Chebyshev systems Definition A sequence of functions fa,..., fa will be referred to as a Chebyshev system on [a, b] if each of them is continuous and the determinant fa(xi) ••• fa(x n ) (2) <t>n(x\) ••• fa{x n ) is nonzero for any sequence of points x\,..., x n such that a < X\ < X2 ■ ■ ■ < x n < b.
An alternate definition of a Chebyshev system is that any linear combination of the functions with nonzero coefficients has no more than n zeros.
A related definition is that of an extended Chebyshev system.
Definition 2.2 Given a set of functions fa,.. .,<f> n which are continuously differentiable on an
interval [a,b] , and given a sequence of points x\,..., x n such that a < X\ < X2 < ■ ■ ■ <x n <b, let the sequence m\,...,m n be defined by (1) . Let 
Example 2.3
The functions l,cosx,sina;,cos2x,sin2x,.. .,cosnx,sinna; form a Chebyshev system on the interval x 6 [0,27r).
Generalized Gaussian quadratures
The quadrature rules considered in this paper are expressions of the form n X>^(*;)
where the points Xj € R and coefficients Wj € R are referred to as the nodes and weights of the quadrature, respectively. They serve as approximations to integrals of the form
Ja where a; is a non-negative function to be referred to as the weight function.
Quadratures are typically chosen so that the quadrature (4) is equal to the desired integral (5) for some set of functions, commonly polynomials of some fixed order. Of these, the classical
Gaussian quadrature rules consist of n nodes and integrate polynomials of order 2n-1 exactly;
these quadratures are used in this paper as a numerical tool (see section 3.2). In [10] , the notion of a Gaussian quadrature was generalized as follows: The following theorem appears to be due to Markov [11, 12] ; proofs of it can also be found in [9] and [8] . 
Total positivity
A concept closely related to that of an extended Chebyshev system is that of a extended totally positive (ETP) kernel: Then the function M defined by the formula
is extended totally positive. In other words, if the kernels of two integral operators are extended totally positive, the kernel of the product of the two operators is extended totally positive.
The following theorem can be found in [8, 7] .
Theorem 2.3 Suppose that K : [a,b] x [a,b] -> R is an extended totally positive kernel. Then the first p eigenfunctions of the integral operator T : L
2 [a, b] -> I 2 [a, b] defined by the formula (T<f>)(x)= i K(x,s)<j>(s)ds(8)
Ja
constitute an extended Chebyshev system, for any p > 1.
Numerical Preliminaries

Newton's Method
In this section we discuss two well-known numerical techniques: Newton's method and the continuation method. A more detailed discussion of these techniques can be found, for example, in [14] .
Newton's method is an iterative method for the solution of nonlinear systems of equations of the form F(x) = 0, where F : R" -► R n is a continuously differentiate function of the form 
wit/i F : R n -► R 71 defined by (9) , and that \J(y)\ ^ 0, miA | J(y)| denoting the determinant of the matrix J(x) defined in (10) at the point y. Given a starting point y$ € R n , let the sequence
Then there exists a positive real number e such that for any i/o satisfying the inequality \\yo-y\\ < e, the sequence (12) 
Continuation method
In order for Newton's method to converge, the starting point which is provided to it must be close to the desired solution. One scheme for generating such starting points is the continuation method, which is as follows.
Suppose that in addition to the function F : R n -► R" whose zero is to be found, another function G : [0,1] x R n -► R n is available which possesses the following properties:
• 2. The solution of the equation
is known. 
Gaussian integration and interpolation
Classical Gaussian quadrature rules are a well-known numerical tool (see for instance [14] ); they integrate polynomials of order 2n -1 exactly with respect to some weight function, and consist of n weights and nodes. A variety of Gaussian quadratures were analyzed in the last century, each being denned by a distinct weight function. Of these, the algorithm presented in this paper uses only the Gaussian quadratures for the weight function u>{x) = 1 on the region of integration [-1,1] . These quadratures are closely associated with the Legendre polynomials;
we will refer to their nodes as Legendre nodes.
Another numerical tool used in this paper is polynomial interpolation on Legendre nodes.
Interpolation refers to the following problem: given two finite real sequences /i,...,/"€R and As is well-known, these difficulties do not arise if the points z,-are taken to be Chebyshev nodes and the interpolating polynomial is computed as a series of Chebyshev polynomials rather than as a power series. As the following lemma shows, the difficulties also do not arise if the points Xi are taken to be Legendre nodes and the interpolating polynomial is computed as a series of Legendre polynomials. The lemma makes use of the following properties of the 
where Pi(x) is the i'th Legendre polynomial. Then the following relation holds:
Proof. The second equality of (19) follows from (18) and the orthonormality of the Legendre polynomials. The first equality may be proven as follows: the polynomial p has degree n -1, thus its square has degree 2n -2. Since the Gaussian quadrature integrates exactly all polynomials up to order 2n -1, it integrates p 2 exactly; thus the first equality of (19) holds. □
Singular value decomposition
The singular value decomposition (SVD) is a ubiquitous tool in numerical analysis, which is given for the case of real matrices by the following lemma (see, for instance, [3] for more details). 
Lemma 3.3 For any n x m real matrix A, there exists an n X p matrix U with orthonormal columns, an m x p matrix V with orthonormal columns, and a p x p real diagonal matrix S = [sij] whose diagonal entries are non-negative, such that
Singular value decomposition of integral operators
This section, which follows [5] , contains an existence theorem for a factorization of integral [a, b] to which it applies are of the form
in which the function K :
is referred to as the kernel of the operator T.
Throughout this section, it will be assumed that all functions are square-integrable; the term "norm" will mean the L 2 norm.
The following theorem, which defines the factorization, is proven in a more general form as Theorem VI.17 in [13] .
Theorem 3.4 Suppose that the function K : [a, b]x[c,d]-+JL is square integrable. Then there exist two orthonormal sequences of functions U{ : [a, b] -*■ R and Vi : [c, d] -* R and a sequence
Si € R, for i = 1,..., oo, such that
and that si > S2 > ■ ■ ■ > 0. The sequence s t -zs uniquely determined by K. Furthermore, the
functions V{ are eigenfunctions of the operator T*T, where T is defined by (20), and the values si are the square roots of the eigenvalues ofT*T.
By analogy to the finite-dimensional case, we will refer to this factorization as the singular value decomposition. We will refer to the functions U{ as left singular functions of K (or of T),
to Vi as right singular functions, and to s,-as singular values.
As is the case for the discrete singular value decomposition, this decomposition can be used to construct an approximation to the function K, by discarding small singular values and the associated singular functions:
A'(z,*)-E^(z)w(*)-(22)
t=i The error of this approximation can then be computed from (21):
and, therefore,
Using (24), we will be approximating integrals
by the formula
Thus, a quadrature which is exact for each of the integrals
Ja for i = 1,.. ..,p, is an approximate quadrature for integrals of the form (25).
The following theorem shows that if an operator is extended totally positive, its singular functions form an extended Chebyshev system. 
Proof. Let the integral operator
and the function L :
Clearly, the integral operator S :
Ja
Since K is extended totally positive, due to Lemma 2.2, L is also extended totally positive.
Thus, by Theorem 2.3, the eigenfunctions of S constitute an extended Chebyshev system. By 
Convergence of Newton's method
In this section, we observe that the nodes and the weights of a Gaussian quadrature satisfy a certain system of nonlinear equations. We then prove that the Newton method for this system of equations is always quadratically convergent, provided the functions to be integrated constitute an extended Chebyshev system.
Given a set of functions <f>i,.. .,<f>2n and a weight function u, the Gaussian quadrature is defined by the system of equations Its partial derivatives are given by the obvious formulae
Thus, the Jacobian matrix of the system (31) is 
If <£i,..., <^>2n form an extended Chebyshev system, then by Theorem 2.1, the weights wi,..., w n of the Gaussian quadrature are positive. In addition, by the definition of an extended Chebyshev system, the determinant in the right hand side of (35) is nonzero. Thus
D
Corollary 4.2 Under the conditions of Lemma 4-1, the Gaussian weights and nodes depend
continuously on the weight function.
Linear interpolation
Given a collection of n points xj,x 2 ,.. .,x n € [a,b], an interpolation scheme with the nodes
for all i = 1,2,. ..,n. For a function / € L°° [a,b] , the error £/_(/) of interpolation of the interpolation scheme L is defined by the formula
where
The following lemma serves as a justification for the notation we use in Section 4.3 for linear interpolation schemes. Proof. Let the vectors ci,..., e n € R" with elements e, = (e,i,..., e tn ) T be the standard basis in R n ; that is, en = 1 for all i = 1,..., n, and e^ = 0 for all i, j = 1,..., n such that i ^ j. Let the functions ai,..., a n : In the case of polynomial interpolation, the functions a; are referred to as Lagrange polynomials;
by analogy to that case, we will in general refer to the functions a,-as the Lagrange functions of the interpolation scheme.
The following lemma provides an error bound for approximation of a function of two variables using two one-dimensional interpolation formulae, expressed in terms of error bounds for each one-dimensional interpolation scheme applied separately. Its proof is an exercise in elementary analysis, and is omitted. 
(45)
Approximation of SVD of an integral operator
This section describes a numerical procedure for computing an approximation to the singular value decomposition of an integral operator.
The algorithm uses quadratures which possess the following property. As will be shown below, the accuracy of the algorithm is then determined by the accuracy to which the above two interpolation schemes approximate K. 
• 2. Compute the singular value decomposition of A, to produce the factorization
where U = [uij] is an n x p matrix with orthonormal columns, V = [v,-j] is an m x p matrix with orthonormal columns, and S is a p x p diagonal matrix whose j'th diagonal entry is Sj. •
The functions V{ are orthonormal, i.e. j vi{t)v k {t)dx = S ik (54)
for all i,k = l,...,p.
• S. The function K : 
Proof. We first prove (56). Combining (51), (52), and (55), we have
K(x,t) = E« fc ff;tt fc (xo«.-(*))(i:^K)A-(<)]
n m / p \
= E E E «*(*o**f*(«>*) <*<•(*)&-(*)
= EE E(WV<K(<W\/^) <*(*)&(<)
i=i i=i Now, (56) follows from the combination of (57) and (47).
We now demonstrate the orthonormality of the functions U{. Since these are functions produced by interpolation, and since the quadrature on [a, b] is assumed to integrate exactly all products of pairs of interpolated functions,
j=l Since the last sum in (58) is the inner product of two columns of the orthonormal matrix U (see (48),
Ja
The orthonormality of the functions t>,-is proven in the same manner. D
Remark 4.1 Obviously, the above proof approximates the singular value decomposition of the operator T : L 2 [c, d] -* L 2 [a, b] with the kernel K by constructing an approximation f with kernel K to the operator T that is of finite rank, and constructing the exact singular value
decomposition of the latter.
Observation 4.2 In the preceding proof, the assumption that each combination of quadrature and interpolation scheme preserves inner products was used only to demonstrate the orthonormality of the corresponding singular functions. Thus, if the conditions of Theorem 4-5 hold, with the exception that the quadrature on [a, b] does not preserve inner products, then (54) and (56) hold (but, in general, (53) does not).
Remark 4.3 Theorem 4-5 and Lemma 4-4 generalize trivially to higher dimensions. Onedimensional quadratures and interpolation formulae have to be replaced with their multidimen-
sional counterparts; otherwise, the proofs are unchanged.
Numerical Algorithm
This section describes a numerical algorithm for the evaluation of nodes and weights of gen- • 1. Newton's method is used to solve (31) which defines the Gaussian quadrature.
• 2. An adaptive version of the continuation method (Section 3.1.1) is used to provide starting points for Newton's method. The continuation scheme used here is different from that used in [10] ; the details of the continuation scheme and of the method of adaption are described below.
• 3. The algorithm of section 4.3 can be used as an optional preprocessing step, which takes as input a kernel of an integral operator and produces its singular functions. The first 2n
of the left singular functions are then used as input to the main algorithm.
Continuation Scheme
The continuation scheme used is as follows. Let the weight functions u> :
where u)\ is the weight function for which a Gaussian quadrature is desired, 6 denotes the Dirac delta function, and the points Cj £ [a, 6] are arbitrary distinct points. These weight functions have the following properties:
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• 1. With a = 1, the weight function is equal to the desired weight function u\, due to (60).
• 2. With a = 0, the Gaussian weights and nodes are
for j = 1,..., n, whatever the functions fa are (since u;(0, x) = 0, unless x = Cj for some
• 3. The quadrature weights and nodes depend continuously on a (by Corollary 4.2).
The intermediate problems which the continuation method solves are the Gaussian quadratures relative to the weight functions u>(a,*). The scheme starts by setting a = 0, then increases a in an adaptive manner until a = 1, as follows. A current step size is maintained, by which a is incremented after each successful termination of Newton's method. After each unsuccessful termination of Newton's method, the step size is halved and the algorithm restarts from the point yielded by the last successful termination. After a certain number of successful steps, the current step size is doubled. (Experimentally, the current problem was found to be well suited to an aggressive mode of adaption: in the authors' implementation, the initial value of the step size was chosen to be one, and the step size was doubled after a single successful termination of Newton's method.)
Starting points
The choice of the points CJ was left indefinite above. In exact arithmetic the algorithm would converge for any choice of distinct points (see Lemma 4.1). However the number of steps of the continuation method, and thus the speed of execution, is affected by the choice. More importantly, the numerical stability of the scheme might be compromised due to poor conditioning of the matrix J (see (34)). Indeed, while Lemma 4.1 guarantees that the matrix J is non-singular, it says nothing about its condition number. Thus, in the authors' implementation, the points Cj used for the production of the quadrature of order n were computed from the nodes Xj of the quadrature of order n -1, by the formulae
c n = x n -i.
With this choice, no failures to converge have been encountered in the authors' experience.
Numerical examples
A variety of quadratures were generated to illustrate the performance of the above algorithm.
In each case the preprocessing step of producing singular functions was used. This step requires two sets of quadratures and interpolation schemes, which must approximate the desired kernel to the desired accuracy. These quadratures and interpolation schemes were chosen so that the approximation was accurate to about the precision of the arithmetic that was used. The following combination of quadrature and interpolation scheme which preserves inner products was used: the interval of integration was divided into several subintervals, and a combination of a (classical) Gaussian quadrature at Legendre nodes and polynomial interpolation was used on each subinterval.
In each of the following examples, the calculations were done in extended precision (Fortran REAL* 16) arithmetic, with the exception of the last example, which was done in double precision (REAL*8) arithmetic.
Exponentials
In this example we construct quadratures for the integral 
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and is extended totally positive; thus its singular functions form an extended Chebyshev system.
A sample of the quadratures produced by the algorithm is included in Tables 1-3; for double precision accuracy, a 27-point quadrature is required.
Complex Exponentials
Here, we design quadratures for a new version [5] of the two-dimensional Fast Multipole Method.
These quadratures are for the integral r. 
Exponentials multiplied by IQ
In this example, quadrature formulae are constructed for integrals of the form
Jo Jo under the condition that t € [1,500] and y € [0,< -1]; these formulae were designed to be used in a version of the one-dimensional Fast Multipole Method which is used in an algorithm [6] for the fast Hankel transform. In this case the singular functions produced by the precomputation stage were extremely similar to those for exponentials alone; unlike in the case of complex 
Exponentials multiplied by J 0
Here, we construct quadratures for the integral Tables 10-14 ; for single precision accuracy 22 nodes are required.
Numerical Observations
The following observations were made in the course of our numerical experiments.
• 1. The number of continuation steps required is highly variable; in many cases, only one step sufficed to produce the quadrature; less frequently, up to fifty or so continuation steps were required. This variability occurred even between quadratures for successive numbers n of nodes, with the same weight function and kernel K.
• 2. The algorithm worked in the cases where Theorem 2.1 applied, and also in cases where it did not. In the latter cases, it is conceivable that the resulting quadratures would have negative weights, or that they would not be unique. However, all computed weights were positive, and, while no systematic attempt was made to look for non-uniqueness of the quadratures, no instance of it was observed. Gaussian quadratures would be profitable.
• 2. An obvious generalization of these results is to quadratures for integrals in more than one dimension. However, such an extension does not seem to have been explored classically; the authors are investigating a generalization of Theorem 2.1 for multidimensional quadratures.
• 3. An obvious application of the algorithm of this paper is for the efficient evaluation of 
